A Word from Our Clients

“The Board profile we were looking for was matched by the candidate pool. I felt like the team paid attention to us and what we were looking for. They were able to distill my view, the founder’s view, and our executive sponsor’s view to create a slate of candidates that represented the ambition of our Board.”

-Tom Wagenlander, Executive Director of Wish of a Lifetime from AARP

“I am grateful to Team DRiW for introducing me to YR Media and wouldn't hesitate to do the same for you and a potential client or candidate.”

-Kyra Kyles, CEO at YR Media

“I have been very impressed with this recruiter—DRiWaterstone is by far the best one we’ve ever used.”

-Tovah Barocas, President at Earth Rangers

"I always feel they have our best interests at heart; they tell us what we need to hear and not what we want. They also aren’t afraid to give advice – and having worked with them on a few things, they've really come to understand our culture, our needs, and our values and so we can have a good conversation about the type of person we need to hire to grow, not just type of person we think we need."

-Joe McClain, CEO at Help Heal Veterans

"They accept, understand, and respect the uniqueness of your search. They look at what your needs are and how they can help you meet your goals. Their approach gives you the confidence that this isn’t cookie cutter."

-Gregory Dyson, COO at National Community Reinvestment Coalition

"DRiWaterstone took the lead with input from AAI’s search committee when crafting a job description for the next CEO. We then left it to DRiWaterstone to advertise and find candidates. We found a few because of people we knew, but we didn’t manage that process – all that they did. The most important things to us in this process were speed and quality, and we got both."

-Dr. Gary Koretzky, MD, PhD, Retired President of AAI at American Association of Immunologists

“The team was so thoughtful and on top of it all. You all did such a good job of holding our hands through the process, identifying what we needed to do on our end and what you were going to do for us. The team laid out the timeline and delivered on what you said you would do.”
Ilona Birenbaum, Vice President of the Board of Directors at New Hope Housing

“Before we could even begin a search, DRiWaterstone collaborated with our Board and leadership to craft new divisions of responsibility, so our new leader would have the authority and relationships necessary to be successful. Once this important step was finished, they worked meticulously to find someone ready to hit the ground running. Their process was ambitious and deliberate, ensuring that our feedback and values were incorporated into every aspect of the search. DRiWaterstone is a great advisor, partner, and search firm.”

- Dick Thissen, President, National Active and Retired Federal Employees Association